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PRE GREEK CAMPAIGN 
 

Lieutenant Mike Cumberlege, Royal Naval Reserve & Special Operations Executive 
 

The Calm before the Storm 

 

 
 

Mike Cumberlege in the Corinth Canal before the war, c. 1938 
Image from the Cumberlege family collection. 

 
Storm Clouds Gathering 

 

 "Your letter has been half round Europe with me, from the Greek islands to the 
Baltic and through the (Munich) crisis in Germany, escaped by the skin of its teeth, 
was lost for a while in Holland and still stuck to me, intending to be answered on a 
single-handed voyage from Malta in a three-and-a-half tonner - I had to leave Landfall 
in Germany and shall be going to bring her south in the early Spring (of 1939) for a 
cruise in the Greek islands, which part of the world is my happy hunting ground."• 

 A friend of Cumberlege's father was Rear Admiral J.H.G. Godfrey. In 1939 he 
became the livewire Director of Naval Intelligence and was, to quote Platon 
Alexiades, "always supportive of Mike and closely followed his career." It was Godfrey 
who had the idea of using civilian yachtsmen like Cumberlege to reconnoitre Italian 
and Greek coastal defences. During two long voyages around the Adriatic and Aegean 
in the spring and summer of 1939, again accompanied by (a previous shipmate, Czech 
steward Jan) Kotrba, Mike scouted many locations that were to become even more 
familiar to him in the years not far ahead. 
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Mike’s War Begins 

 
 In January of 1940 Cumberlege was called up for war service. On January 25th 
Admiral Godfrey personally selected him and officially transferred him to HMS 
President, the cover given to naval officers seconded to undercover work. For the first 
six months of that year he was attached to a French anti-smuggling unit based in 
Marseilles. After France capitulated he had a short spell as a liaison officer to General 
de Gaulle and his Free French senior staff in London.  In early August he was posted to 
the Cape Verde islands, helping to prepare for a British takeover that never 
happened, but also keeping tabs on local shipping and potentially “persons of special 
interest”. Late in January 1941 he was transferred to SOE's Middle East section. In 
mid-February a telegram confirmed that he had been appointed to lead para-naval 
SOE operations in the Middle East based in Haifa and Alexandria.  
 
He was to command the “para-naval force in the Aegean and eastern Mediterranean”.  
This force then consisted solely of one caique.  His task was to run covert missions 
into and out of the area with and for the recently-formed Special Operations 
Executive (MO4, as SOE in the Middle East was then known).  He was deeply familiar 
with secluded bays and inlets from his earlier peacetime sailing days.  An inspired and 
long-foreseen choice on Godfrey’s part.  
 

 
 

Mike Cumberlege photographed in August 1939 on Landfall’s Adriatic cruise 


